
 
 
 
September 27, 2019 
 
VIA SERFF 
 
THE HONORABLE JESSICA ALTMAN 
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT 
11311 STRAWBERRY SQUARE 
HARRISBURG PA  17120 
 
Attention: Michael McKenney, Actuarial Supervisor, Property & Casualty Bureau 
 
RE: PCRB Filing No. 306 – Proposed Effective April 1, 2020 

Proposed Classification Change – Discontinue Code 894, Alternative School, and 
Reassign the Operations Contemplated by that Classification from Code 894 to 
Code 965, College or School, N.O.C. 

 
Dear Commissioner Altman: 
 
Resulting from a staff review and on behalf of the members of the Pennsylvania Compensation 
Rating Bureau (PCRB), we hereby submit the proposed filing for revisions to the Pennsylvania 
Workers’ Compensation Manual of Rules, Classifications and Rating Values for Workers’ 
Compensation and Employers Liability Insurance (Basic Manual). These revisions are proposed 
to take effect for policies with effective dates of April 1, 2020 or later. This proposed effective 
date coincides with changes resulting from the PCRB’s normal annual comprehensive loss cost 
revision, which will be filed with the Insurance Department at a later date. This coordination 
consolidates necessary changes that our members and other constituents must make to 
policies, forms and systems. This proposal will impact the premium of effected employers. 
 
Code 894 was created effective December 1, 1999 and is applied to employers principally 
engaged in the operation of educational facilities for students who cannot learn effectively in or 
have been removed from the standard school setting. PCRB staff’s study of Code 894 was 
prompted by an informal employer appeal submitted by the operator of a school for children with 
autism. This employer objected to the inclusion of their organization in the same classification 
as schools for court adjudicated youth and requested reclassification from Code 894 to Code 
965, College or School, N.O.C., the classification applied to standard or those considered as 
“mainstream” schools. Staff disapproved the employer’s informal appeal on the basis of current 
classification procedure. The employer then formally appealed to an Appeals Subcommittee of 
the PCRB’s Classification and Rating Committee. The Appeals Subcommittee voted to sustain 
PCRB staff’s classification of the employer to Code 894 and to deny the employer’s request for 
reclassification from Code 894 to Code 965. The employer subsequently filed an appeal with the 
Commissioner, which is pending as of the date of this filing. 
 
Regardless of the adjudication of the above referenced employer’s appeal, staff had determined 
that a study of Code 894 was warranted in view of the employer’s comments. Staff’s 
background research found that the classification of alternative schools was inconsistent, with 
some being classified to Code 965, some to Code 894 and lastly some to Code 893, 
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Intermediate Unit. This suggested that there is a general misunderstanding of the scope and 
differentiation of Code 894. 
 
The Code 894 study included a file by file review which divided Code 894 employers into two 
study groups – schools for children with an intellectual, developmental or physical disability 
(including schools for autistic children) and schools for court adjudicated or disruptive youth. 
Pursuant to an historical experience comparison and statistical testing, staff determined that it 
was not inappropriate to assign the two employer groups to the same classification. Staff then 
considered whether it was appropriate to continue Code 894 or if it was feasible to discontinue 
Code 894 altogether and to reassign the operations contemplated by that classification from 
Code 894 back to Code 965 in view of the above referenced administrative concerns. Staff 
concluded that despite efforts to make the Code 894 Basic Manual classification description 
clear and unambiguous, there remains a significant degree of misunderstanding regarding the 
scope and application of Code 894. Staff recommends that Code 894 be discontinued and that 
the employers classified thereto be reclassified from Code 894 to Code 965 effective upon each 
impacted employer’s first policy with an effective date of April 1, 2020 or later. Staff maintains 
that the employers assigned to Code 894 and to Code 965 operate in the same general field of 
business – the operation of an institution of learning. 
 
Staff created an historical experience exhibit showing the effect of combining employers 
classified to Code 894 into the April 1, 2019 Code 965, it shows impact it will have on the Code 
965 loss cost value. That exhibit indicated that Code 965 would have a new loss cost value of  
$0.38. The April 1, 2019 approved PCRB loss costs are $0.37 for Code 965 and $1.28 for Code 
894. Thus, the merger of Code 894 into Code 965 would result in a rating value decrease of 
70.31% for the employers presently classified to Code 894 and a rating value increase of 2.7% 
for employers presently classified to Code 965. Staff acknowledges that the Code 965 rating 
value that will be in effect on April 1, 2020 will differ from that contained in the historical 
experience exhibit due to the PCRB’s annual comprehensive loss cost filing as referenced 
above. 
 
Details of this filing are provided in PCRB’s September 9, 2019 staff memorandum and 
September 9, 2019 executive summary, which are included as part of this filing. The 
memorandum and executive summary describe and explain the reasoning for the proposed 
revisions. The memorandum, executive summary and proposals were distributed to the PCRB 
Classification and Rating Committee by mail advisory on September 9, 2019. PCRB received no 
Committee member comment regarding this proposal (either in favor or against) by the end of 
the review period. PCRB considers Committee members not responding within the designated 
review period to be in favor of the proposal. 
 
Thank you in advance for your review and attention to this filing. The PCRB is pleased to 
answer any questions your or the Insurance Department staff may have regarding these 
proposals. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
William V. Taylor 
President 
 
Enclosure: September 9, 2019 Staff Memorandum and September 9, 2019 Executive 

Summary  
 Revisions to Section 2 
 



 
 
TO:  Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau Classification & Rating Committee 
 
FROM:  Robert Ferrante, Senior Classification Analyst – Technical Services 
 
DATE:  September 9, 2019 
 
RE:  Executive Summary – Classification Study Report – Code 894, Alternative School 
 
The PCRB has completed a study of Code 894. Code 894 is applied to employers principally 
engaged in the operation of educational facilities for students who can not learn effectively in or 
have been removed from the standard school setting. The study was prompted following an  
employer appeal submitted by the operator of a school for children with autism. The employer 
objected to the inclusion of their organization in the same classification as schools for court 
adjudicated youth and requested reclassification from Code 894 to Code 965, College or 
School, N.O.C., the classification which applies to standard or “mainstream” schools. PCRB 
staff disapproved the employer’s informal appeal on the basis of the current classification 
procedure. The employer then formally appealed to the Appeals Subcommittee of the 
Classification and Rating Committee. The Appeals Subcommittee voted to sustain PCRB staff’s 
classification of the employer to Code 894 and to deny the employer’s request for 
reclassification from Code 894 to Code 965. The employer subsequently filed a formal appeal 
with the Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner). As of this date the appeal is 
pending before the Insurance Commissioner. 
 
The results of the employer’s appeal notwithstanding, the PCRB felt that a review of the scope 
and application of Code 894 was warranted in view of the employer’s comments. Staff’s 
background research found that the classification of alternative schools was inconsistent, with 
some being classified to Code 965, some classified to Code 894 and some classified to Code 
893, Intermediate Unit. This suggested that there is a general misunderstanding of the scope of 
Code 894. 
 
The Code 894 study file by file review divided the Code 894 employers into two study groups:  
1) schools for children with an intellectual, developmental or physical disability (including 
schools for autistic children); and 2) schools for court adjudicated or disruptive youth.  Pursuant 
to an historical experience comparison and statistical testing, staff determined that it was not 
inappropriate to assign the two employer groups to the same classification.  
 
Staff then considered whether it was appropriate to continue Code 894 or if it was feasible to 
discontinue Code 894 and to reassign the operations contemplated by that classification from 
Code 894 back to Code 965 in view of the above referenced administrative concerns.  Staff 
concluded that despite efforts to make the Code 894 Basic Manual classification description 
clear and unambiguous, there remains a significant degree of misunderstanding regarding the 
scope and application of Code 894.  Staff concluded and recommends that Code 894 be 
discontinued and that the employers classified thereto be reclassified from Code 894 to Code 
965 effective upon each impacted employer’s first policy with an effective date of April 1, 2020 
or later.  Staff maintains that the employers assigned to Code 894 and to Code 965 do operate  
in the same general field of business – the operation of an institution of learning. 
 
  



 
 
To illustrate the impacts of this conclusion, staff created an historical experience exhibit showing 
the effect of combining employers classified to Code 894 into the April 1, 2019 Code 965 Class 
Book Page will indicate the Code 965 loss cost value.  In that exhibit adjusted Code 965 
indicates a loss cost of $0.38.  The April 1, 2019 approved PCRB loss costs are $0.37 for Code 
965 and $1.28 for Code 894.  Thus, the merger of Code 894 into Code 965 would result in a 
rating value decrease of 70.31% for the employers presently classified to Code 894 and a rating 
value increase of 2.7% for employers presently classified to Code 965.  The rating values cited 
herein will likely differ from those that will be in effect on April 1, 2020 given the PCRB’s annual 
comprehensive loss cost filing, to be filed with the Department at a later date with a proposed 
effective date of April 1, 2020.  
 



 
TO:  Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau Classification & Rating Committee 
 
FROM:  Robert Ferrante, Senior Classification Analyst – Technical Services 
 
DATE:  September 9, 2019 
 
RE:  Class Study Report – Code 894, Alternative School 
 
INTRODUCTION AND CLASS HISTORY 
 
Code 894 was created effective for new and renewal business as of December 1, 1999 and 
later as announced in PCRB Circular No. 1400, dated August 12, 1999.  The creation of Code 
894 developed from a PCRB study of Code 965, presently titled “College or School, N.O.C.” 
The PCRB concluded from the Code 965 study results that the scope of Code 965 was overly 
broad and recommended that Code 965 be focused to academic, trade or vocational institutions 
of learning. To achieve this focusing of Code 965, the PCRB recommended the creation of four 
new and separate classifications for operations formerly classified to Code 965:  Code 891, Pre-
School Child Care or Early Education Services, Code 892, Early Intervention for Infants and 
Toddlers, Code 893, Intermediate Unit (Special Education), and Code 894. Codes 965, 891, 
892, 893 and 894 are all designated “all employees, including office” meaning that these 
classifications do not permit a division of payroll with either standard exception classification – 
Code 951, Salesperson – Outside, or Code 953, Office. 
 
Code 894 is applied to employers principally engaged in the operation of educational facilities 
for students who cannot learn effectively in or have been removed from the standard school 
setting. There are currently 89 employers on the PCRB’s database reporting payroll to Code 
894. The Code 894 classification description from the Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation 
Manual of Rules, Classifications and Rating Values (Basic Manual) is reproduced below: 
 

Applicable to employers operating educational facilities for youth who cannot 
learn effectively in or who have been removed from the standard school setting. 
The students may be referred by school districts, youth services or other 
agencies because of intellectual and/or developmental disability or behavior 
problems (e.g., truancy, drug or alcohol abuse and/or violent or destructive 
behavior). The facility may be a day school or a boarding school. 
 
Also applicable to employers who operate educational facilities for court 
adjudicated youth. An educational facility for court adjudicated youth is operated 
in a guarded environment with strict disciplinary rules. Attendance in such facility 
may be court mandated in lieu of a prison sentence. 
 
Further included are employers who operate educational facilities for children 
diagnosed with an intellectual and/or developmental disability or psychological 
and behavior issues. 
 
The academic curriculum provided by these facilities is typically similar to that 
provided by public school districts or private schools, but with a greater emphasis 
upon counseling or other services specific to the facility’s student population. 
Classroom activities are geared toward helping older students pass their high 
school equivalency test or obtain a high school diploma. 
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The scope of Code 894 has not been revised since this classification’s inception. The PCRB 
has periodically revised the Code 894 Basic Manual language for clarity. Notably, effective April 
1, 2017 the PCRB re-titled Code 894 from its original title of “School for Disturbed or Delinquent 
Children” to “Alternative School” as a result of an inquiry submitted by the insurance agent for 
an employer classified to Code 894 who opined that the original classification title was 
insensitive and outdated. The revised title “Alternative School” was settled upon as staff felt it 
adequately conveyed the non-mainstream nature of the schools assigned to this classification 
and had a less negative connotation. The aforementioned agent and their insured agreed. The 
title “Alternative School” is not derived from any formal nomenclature appearing in the 
Pennsylvania Code. 
 
CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURE IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 
 
Staff reviewed classification procedure in effect in states under the jurisdiction of the National 
Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI) and in the independent bureau state of 
California (under the jurisdiction of the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau 
(WCIRB)). Neither jurisdiction has a classification specific to the operations that the PCRB 
classifies to Code 894. Both jurisdictions assign those operations to Code 8868, which is 
equivalent to PCRB Code 965. NCCI Code 8868 is titled “College – Professional Employees 
and Clerical” and applies to both public and private academic, trade or vocational institutions of 
learning. WCIRB Code 8868 is titled “Colleges or Schools – Private” and is focused to private 
academic, trade or vocational institutions of learning. WCIRB classifies public schools to Code 
8875 (1), Public Colleges or Schools. 
 
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 
 
The present review of Code 894 was prompted by an employer appeal. On December 23, 2015 
the employer’s compensation carrier petitioned the PCRB to review the employer’s classification 
assignment. At the time of the carrier inquiry, the employer was classified to Code 893. Code 
893 is a focused classification, applying only to an Intermediate Unit established by the 
Pennsylvania General Assembly (Title 24, Article IX – A, Intermediate Units). An Intermediate 
Unit is a regional service agency engaged in providing programs and services to the 
Pennsylvania school districts. While the programs and services of an Intermediate Unit can 
include the operation of alternative schools, they are not focused to such and can also involve a 
wide range of programs that may include but are not necessarily limited to Head Start, child day 
care and Early Intervention. The PCRB’s February 26, 2016 survey of the appellant employer’s 
operations confirmed that the employer is not one of the Commonwealth designated 
Intermediate Units. The employer operates a school for autistic children. Staff concluded that 
such operations are properly classified to Code 894 in view of the Code 894 Basic Manual 
classification description which states that "…educational facilities for children diagnosed with 
an intellectual and/or developmental disability or psychological and behavior issues…” are 
included within the scope of Code 894. The PCRB reclassified the employer’s school effort from 
Code 893 to Code 894 effective upon the employer’s first policy with an effective date of May 1, 
2017 or later. The employer’s agent subsequently submitted an inquiry to the PCRB on March 
19, 2018 requesting a reevaluation the employer’s classification assignment and recommended 
authorization of Code 965 in place of Code 894. The agent’s inquiry provided information on 
three additional school operators that the agent characterized as competitors of the employer’s 
but who were classified to Code 965. The PCRB disapproved the agent’s request, citing the 
Code 894 Basic Manual language referenced above, and advised that staff would review the 
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classification assignments of the cited competitors. The employer then submitted their formal 
appeal to the PCRB on January 16, 2019. The employer presented their appeal to an Appeals 
Subcommittee of the Classification and Rating Committee on March 27, 2019. The Appeals 
Subcommittee voted to sustain PCRB staff’s classification of the employer to Code 894 and to 
deny the employer’s request for reclassification from Code 894 to Code 965. The employer 
subsequently filed an appeal with the Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner). 
As of the date of this report that appeal is pending before the Commissioner. 
While the above referenced employer is properly classified to Code 894 on the basis of current 
classification procedure, staff felt that a review of the scope and application of Code 894 was 
warranted in view of the employer’s comments. In particular, the employer stated that schools 
for autistic children should not be assigned to the same classification as schools for “volitionally 
violent” children (e.g., schools for court adjudicated youth). Staff’s background research 
included a review of the Commonwealth’s list of Approved Private Schools. The Approved 
Private Schools are private schools licensed by the State Board of Private Academic Schools 
and are approved by the Secretary of Education to provide a free and appropriate education for 
students with severe disabilities. Staff would characterize schools on this list as non-mainstream 
or “alternative” schools but found that the classification of those schools was inconsistent, with 
some being classified to Code 965, some classified to Code 894 and some classified to Code 
893. This suggested to staff that there is a misunderstanding of the scope of Code 894 on the 
part of agents, employers and carriers, and an internal mismanagement of the application of 
Code 894. Staff’s review further revealed that in the course of the PCRB’s 1999 Code 965 study 
staff did not compare the historical experience of schools for autistic children (and schools for 
children diagnosed with some other intellectual and/or developmental disability or psychological 
and behavior issue) to the historical experience of schools for court adjudicated youth, and did 
not perform statistical testing to determine whether or not there were significant statistical 
differences between the two employer groups. A review of the 1999 Code 965 study also 
indicated that there were Code 965 study groups comprised of employers conducting operations 
that may also be reasonably characterized as “non-mainstream” or as alternatives to the school 
districts but were not targeted for reclassification from Code 965 to Code 894 effective upon the 
Commissioner’s approval of the Code 965 study recommendations. Those employers operated 
schools for the “learning disabled,” schools for children with cerebral palsy, and schools for the 
deaf and for the blind. There is no comment in the April 29, 1999 Code 965 study report 
regarding these employer groups or an explanation as to why they were not considered for 
reclassification from Code 965 to Code 894. 
 
The objective of this study is to identify the various employer groups presently classified to Code 
894. By doing so, staff can determine if it is appropriate to assign those employer groups to the 
same classification, or if one or more Code 894 employer group should be reclassified from 
Code 894 to another, existing classification i.e., Code 965. As part of that analysis, staff hopes 
to determine whether the historical experience of any individual Code 894 employer group is 
responsible for the relatively high Code 894 PCRB loss costs in comparison to the Code 965 
PCRB loss costs. 
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ANALYSIS 
 
Staff performed a file by file review of the 89 employers reporting payroll to Code 894. The file 
by file review divided those employers into the study groups shown in the following table. 
 
Study Group Description No. of 

Employers 
 
1 Schools for Children With an Intellectual,  

Developmental or Physical Disability 
33 

2 Schools for Court Adjudicated or Disruptive Youth 35 
3 Misclassified 13 
4 No Current Coverage/Unable to Determine (NCC/UTD) 3 
5 Multiple Enterprise 1 
6 Not Group Assigned 4 
 
Study Group 1 consists of schools for children with an intellectual, developmental or physical 
disability (and where the school is not principally engaged in providing educational services to 
children with one particular disability) (20 employers), schools for children diagnosed with 
autism (10 employers), 1 school for children with cerebral palsy, and schools for children with a 
learning disability (2 employers). Study Group 2 consists of schools where attendance is 
mandatory in lieu of a prison sentence (13 employers), schools for disruptive youth who are 
referred by the school districts (15 employers), schools for truant youth (5 employers) and 
schools for youth dealing with alcohol or substance abuse issues (2 employers).  
 
The 13 employers in Study Group 3 were determined to be misclassified to Code 894. The 
employers in Study Group 3 were reclassified from Code 894 to each employer’s applicable 
business classification(s). The employers in Study Group 4 had no record of current 
compensation coverage at the time of the file by file review, and had no information in their 
PCRB files that would allow staff to slot them to one of the field of business study groups. The 
one employer in Study Group 5 operates multiple schools, all of which are properly classified to 
Code 894 presently but which would be subject to assignment to different Code 894 study 
groups. Thus, this employer was not slotted to one of the field of business study groups. The 4 
employers in Study Group 6 were not assigned to one of the Code 894 study field of business 
study groups because the employer did not respond to the PCRB’s Code 894 study Description 
of Operations Questionnaire. 
 
HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE COMPARISON AND T-TESTS 
 
Staff developed several Code 894 historical experience exhibits for this study. The historical 
experience exhibits are based on the PCRB’s April 1, 2019 loss cost filing as approved by the 
Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner. Only those historical experience exhibits cited in the 
report are attached. The exhibits are attached in the sequence in which they are first cited. The 
indicated loss costs found at the bottom of the historical experience exhibits have not been 
loaded with the loss based Commonwealth assessments (e.g., the Subsequent Injury Fund, the 
Supersedeas Fund and the Administrative Fund) or the revenue neutral plans (e.g., the Merit 
Rating Plan and the Certified Safety Committee Credit Program) that are part of the PCRB’s 
April 1, 2019 loss cost filing. Payroll figures in the exhibits are rounded to the nearest thousand 
dollars. 
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In addition to historical experience exhibits, this study includes paired t-test analyses to 
determine when there is a natural correspondence or “pairing” of specific observations between 
study groups. The t-test reduces the two samples to one by examining the differences between 
the observations in the two groups. The advantage to this approach is that variation within the 
groups does not mask the difference between their means as much as if the two groups were 
not paired. T-tests were run for reported pure premium, claim frequency (per million dollars of 
payroll) and claim severity (excluding medical only). For these tests, a value of .0500 or less is 
considered as indicating significant statistical difference. 
 
Given the aforementioned appellant employer’s comment that schools for autistic children 
should not be assigned to the same classification as schools for “volitionally violent” children 
(e.g., schools for court adjudicated youth), staff compared the historical experience of Exhibit 1 
to the historical experience of Exhibit 2, attached in the order shown in the following table. 
 
Exhibit No. Exhibit Title 
 
1 Schools for Children With an Intellectual,  

Developmental or Physical Disability 
2 Schools for Court Adjudicated or Disruptive 

Youth 
 
The historical experience comparison is summarized in the following table: 
 
Exhibit No. Reported Pure 

Premium 
Indicated (Pre-Test) Indicated (Post Test) 

 
1 1.279 1.345 1.345 
2 1.789 1.681 1.681 
 
The historical experience comparison shows the experience of Schools for Children With an 
Intellectual, Developmental or Physical Disability to be somewhat favorable in relation to 
Schools for Court Adjudicated or Disruptive Youth for reported pure premium, indicated (pre-
test) pure premium and indicated (post-test) pure premium, though perhaps not to the degree 
that the appellant employer had suggested. 
 
The t-test run for this analysis is as follows: 
 
Exhibit No. Exhibit Title 
 
3 T-test Comparing Exhibit 1 (Schools for 

Children With an Intellectual,  Developmental 
or Physical Disability) to Exhibit 2 (Schools for 
Court Adjudicated or Disruptive Youth) 
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The t-test results are shown in the following table: 
 
Exhibit No. Reported Pure 

Premium 
Claim Frequency Claim Severity 

 
3 0.4384 0.4339 0.2227 
 
Exhibit 3 shows no significant statistical difference between Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 for reported 
pure premium, claim frequency or claim severity. Pursuant to the historical experience 
comparison and t-test analysis, staff concludes that it is not inappropriate to assign schools for 
children with an intellectual, developmental or physical disability to the same classification as 
schools for court adjudicated or disruptive youth. Both groups of schools may be viewed as 
alternatives to the school districts which focus on the special needs of their respective student 
bodies. 
 
Having concluded that assigning schools for children with an intellectual, developmental or 
physical disability and schools for court adjudicated or disruptive youth to the same 
classification is not inappropriate, staff then conducted an analysis to determine if it was 
appropriate to continue Code 894 or if it was feasible to discontinue Code 894 and to reassign 
the operations contemplated by that classification from Code 894 back to Code 965 in view of 
the administrative concerns discussed earlier in the report. This analysis included a comparison 
of the historical experience of the below exhibits. 
 
Exhibit No. Exhibit Title 
 
4 Schools for Children With an Intellectual,  

Developmental or Physical Disability and 
Schools for Court Adjudicated or Disruptive 
Youth 

5 April 1, 2019 Code 965 Class Book Page 
 
Exhibit 4 is combination of Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2. The results of the historical experience 
comparison are shown in the following table: 
 
Exhibit No. Reported Pure 

Premium 
Indicated (Pre-Test) Indicated (Post Test) 

 
4 1.495 1.484 1.484 
5 0.392 0.389 0.389 
 
The historical experience comparison shows the experience of Exhibit 4 to be unfavorable in 
relation to the April 1, 2019 Code 965 Class Book Page for reported pure premium, indicated 
(pre-test) pure premium and indicated (post-test) pure premium. 
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The t-test run for this analysis is as follows: 
 
Exhibit No. Exhibit Title 
 
6 T-test Comparing Exhibit 4 (Schools for 

Children With an Intellectual,  Developmental 
or Physical Disability and Schools for Court 
Adjudicated or Disruptive Youth) to Exhibit 5 
(April 1, 2019 Code 965 Class Book Page) 

 
The t-test results are shown in the following table: 
 
Exhibit No. Reported Pure 

Premium 
Claim Frequency Claim Severity 

 
6 0.0261 0.0051 0.7149 
 
The t-tests indicate significant statistical differences between Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5 for reported 
pure premium and claim frequency but not claim severity. 
 
Staff notes that Code 965 is a sizable classification, presently comprised of 7,107 employers 
that report a five year total payroll of $64,885,554,000. Those 7,107 employers may be 
segmented into a number of different educational facility subgroups contemplated by Code 965, 
including but not limited to colleges or universities, public school districts, charter schools and 
trade and vocational/technical schools. In staff’s opinion, any employer group segmented from 
Code 965 could potentially show different (i.e., better or worse) experience than the remainder 
of the classification. Such variances in the historical experience of the various employer groups 
contemplated by Code 965 are to be expected given the size of Code 965, as would be 
variances in the results of any statistical tests run for any of these employer subgroups against 
the remainder of Code 965. That does not necessarily mean that such segmented employer 
groups should be reclassified from Code 965 to another classification, particularly since all of 
these groups are in the same general field of business – the operation of an academic, trade or 
vocational institution of learning. 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff concludes that despite efforts to make the Code 894 Basic Manual classification 
description clear and unambiguous, there remains a significant degree of misunderstanding 
regarding the scope and application of Code 894. Staff recommends that Code 894 be 
discontinued, and that the employers classified thereto be reclassified from Code 894 to Code 
965 effective upon each impacted employer’s first policy with an effective date of April 1, 2020 
or later. Staff acknowledges that there are certain operational characteristics that distinguish 
employers classified to Code 894 from those classified to Code 965 (particularly an emphasis 
on counseling, therapy and security for employers classified to Code 894) but maintains that 
such could be said for any of the employer subgroups contemplated by Code 965. The 
employers assigned to Code 894 and to Code 965 are in the same general field of business – 
the operation of an institution of learning. The intent of the classification system is to group 
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together businesses operating in a reasonably similar manner to ensure that the cost of the 
workers’ compensation system is fairly distributed among employers. The reassignment of 
employers presently classified to Code 894 from Code 894 to Code 965 does not compromise 
the objective of the 1999 PCRB study to focus Code 965 to academic, trade or vocational 
institutions of learning, as the employers presently classified to Code 894 are engaged in such 
operations. Further, the creation of Code 894 may have been predicated on an incomplete 
accounting of the types of schools intended to be contemplated by that classification given that 
certain types of “alternative” schools were not targeted for reclassification from Code 965 to 
Code 894 effective upon the Commissioner’s approval of the Code 965 study recommendations 
as alluded to earlier in the report. 
 
PCRB’s actuarial staff created an historical experience exhibit that shows the effect that 
combining Exhibit 4 with the April 1, 2019 Code 965 Class Book Page will have on the Code 
965 loss cost value (Exhibit 7 attached). The historical experience exhibit results in a Code 965 
indicated loss cost of $0.38. The April 1, 2019 approved PCRB loss cost for Code 965 is $0.37. 
The approved April 1, 2019 Code 894 PCRB loss cost is $1.28. Thus, the merger of Code 894 
into Code 965 would result in a rating value decrease of 70.31% for the employers presently 
classified to Code 894 and a rating value increase of 2.7% for employers presently classified to 
Code 965. The rating values cited herein will likely differ from those that will be in effect on April 
1, 2020 given the PCRB’s annual comprehensive loss cost filing, to be filed with the Department 
at a later date with a proposed effective date of April 1, 2020. Staff acknowledges that the rating 
value decrease of 70.31% that employers reclassified from Code 894 to Code 965 would 
experience exceeds the April 1, 2019 maximum decrease of 38% for an Industry Group 3 
classification but maintains that this action is warranted for reasons discussed above and due to 
the minimal impact such change would have on the Code 965 PCRB loss costs. 
 
Staff does not recommend any revision to the three other classes that resulted from the 1999 
Pennsylvania Code 965 class study – Codes 891, 892 and 893. Staff finds that the operations 
assigned to those classifications are easily identifiable and distinguishable from the operations 
classified to Code 965. PCRB has not received any negative comment or identified any chronic 
administrative issues regarding those classifications. 
The proposed enabling Section 2 Manual language amendments are attached for the 
Committee’s review. The PCRB will notify all employers classified to Code 894 when this filing is 
made. In the event of the Commissioners’ approval of the filing, the carrier of record for each 
employer that will be reclassified from Code 894 to Code 965 as a result of this proposal will be 
notified and a copy of that notice will be provided to the employer. 
 
c: William V. Taylor 
 Delisa Fairley 
 Vince Dean 
 Joe Lombo 
 Christina Yost 
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SECTION 2 
 

RATING VALUES through CLASSIFICATIONS remains unchanged. 
 

CLASSIFICATIONS 
 
893 INTERMEDIATE UNIT (SPECIAL EDUCATION) – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING OFFICE 
 
 (No change.) 
 
 OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED: 
 
 1. Assign Code 965 to all schools, including alternative schools, not operated by an Intermediate Unit as 

defined above. See Code 965 for additional details. 
   
ACTION: Removal of the Special Education verbiage 
  
RATIONALE: The deletion of the “Special Education” parenthetical of the Code 893 class title was intended to eliminate 

confusion regarding the scope of Code 893. Code 893 is focused and limited to the Commonwealth 
designated Intermediate Units. However, staff opines that the “Special Education” parenthetical contributed to 
the misclassification to Code 893 of employers who provided some form of special education but which were 
not Intermediate Units. Such employers should generally have been classified to Code 894 (and, if the 
proposal is approved, Code 965 going forward), so we felt that deleting “Special Education” from the Code 
893 title was warranted. The addition of the Code 893 “Operations Not Included” is to further emphasize that 
an employer that operates a school (including an alternative school) but is not an Intermediate Unit is to be 
classified to Code 965. 
 

894 ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING OFFICE 
  
 Applicable to employers operating educational facilities for youth who cannot learn effectively in or who have 

been removed from the standard school setting. The students may be referred by school districts, youth 
services or other agencies because of intellectual and/or developmental disability or behavior problems (e.g., 
truancy, drug or alcohol abuse and/or violent or destructive behavior). The facility may be a day school or a 
boarding school. 

  
 Also applicable to employers who operate educational facilities for court adjudicated youth. An educational 

facility for court adjudicated youth is operated in a guarded environment with strict disciplinary rules. 
Attendance in such facility may be court mandated in lieu of a prison sentence. 

  
 Further included are employers who operate educational facilities for children diagnosed with an intellectual 

and/or developmental disability or psychological and behavior issues. 
  
 The academic curriculum provided by these facilities is typically similar to that provided by public school 

districts or private schools, but with a greater emphasis upon counseling or other services specific to the 
facility’s student population. Classroom activities are geared toward helping older students pass their high 
school equivalency test or obtain a high school diploma. 

  
 OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED: 
  
 1. Student dormitories and/or residential facilities operated at the same or contiguous location. 
   
 UNDERWRITING GUIDE 
 Alternative School 
 School For Court-Adjudicated Youths 
 School For Children With Intellectual or Developmental Disability 
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ACTION: Deletion of 894 Language from the Manual 
  
RATIONALE: Language for 894 is being removed from the Manual as a result of the class deletion.   
  
941 SOCIAL REHABILITATION FACILITY – FOR ADULTS OR CHILDREN – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING 

OFFICE 
  
 (No change.) 
  
 OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. Through 5.) 
  
 OPERATIONS NOT  INCLUDED: 
  
 1. (No change.) 
   
 2. Assign Code 894 965 to educational facilities that include on-site residential units for youth who cannot 

cope in or who have been removed from the standard school setting for behavioral reasons or who are 
juvenile delinquents or other court adjudicated youth. 

  
 (No change to Items 3. through 6.) 
  
 UNDERWRITING GUIDE 
 (No change.) 
  
ACTION: Updating the “Operations Not Included” segment to remove the reference to 894 
  
RATIONALE: The “Operations Not Included” segment of the Code 941 class description presently states to assign Code 

894 to alternative schools.  This proposal will remove the reference to 894 and update the language to reflect 
Code 965. 

  
965 COLLEGE OR SCHOOL, N.O.C. – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING OFFICE 
  
 (No change.) 
  
 OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. through 4.) 
  
 5. Alternative schools are educations facilities for youth who cannot learn effectively in or who have been 

removed from the mainstream schools setting. Such educational facilities include but are not necessarily 
limited to: schools for court adjudicated youth, schools for children diagnosed with an intellectual and/or 
developmental disability (e.g., autism) or psychological and behavior issues, and schools for children with 
physical disabilities (e.g., schools for the deaf and blind). 

  
 OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. through 6.) 
  
 7. Assign Code 894 to schools for court adjudicated delinquents or disturbed children. 
   
 87. Assign Code 969 to employers principally engaged in providing outdoor sports or other activities 

instruction including but not necessarily limited to:  swimming, tennis, rock climbing or obstacle 
course training facilities. 
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 9.8 Assign Code 7424 to flight personnel of an aircraft flying school. 
  
 UNDERWRITING GUIDE 
 Alternative School 
 School for Autistic Children 
 School for Children with an Intellectual or Developmental Disability 
 School for the Blind 
  
ACTION: Addition of an “Operations Also Included” item and removal of 894 reference in Item 7 of “Operations Not 

Included”. Expansion of the Underwriting Guide for 965 to list specific types of alternative schools. 
  
RATIONALE: An “Operations Also Included” item is added to define ‘alternative schools’ and to convey that operators of 

such schools will be classified to Code 965. Consequently, the “Operations Not Included” item that references 
Code 894 is deleted. Also, the Code 965 Underwriting Guide is expanded to list alternative schools (and 
specific types of alternative schools). 
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INDEX 

 
GENERAL AUDITING & CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION 

 
AUTOMOBILE DISMANTLING through EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTOR – TEMPORARY STAFFING 
EXECUTIVE remains unchanged. 
 

TEMPORARY STAFFING CLASSIFICATION 
Assignable Customer 

Business Classification(s) 
 
(No change) 
 

TEMPORARY STAFFING CROSS-
REFERENCE CHART 

 
                                                        523  

103 485 818 967 
441 487 884 968 
459 489 891 976 
471 551 894 986 
476 553 899 997 

 755 927  
  935  

 
 

  OFFICERS - CLASSIFICATION ASSIGNMENT EXECUTIVE through WRECKING OR DEMOLITION OR 
BUILDING MOVING OR RAISING PROJECT remains unchanged. 
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SECTION 2 
 

RATING VALUES through CLASSIFICATIONS remains unchanged. 
 

CLASSIFICATIONS 
 

893 INTERMEDIATE UNIT – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING OFFICE 
 
 (No change.) 
 
 OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED: 
 
 1. Assign Code 965 to all schools, including alternative schools, not operated by an Intermediate Unit as 

defined above. See Code 965 for additional details. 
   
941 SOCIAL REHABILITATION FACILITY – FOR ADULTS OR CHILDREN – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING 

OFFICE 
  
 (No change.) 
  
 OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. Through 5.) 
  
 OPERATIONS NOT  INCLUDED: 
  
 1. (No change.) 
   
 2. Assign Code 965 to educational facilities that include on-site residential units for youth who cannot cope in 

or who have been removed from the standard school setting for behavioral reasons or who are juvenile 
delinquents or other court adjudicated youth. 

  
 (No change to Items 3. through 6.) 
  
 UNDERWRITING GUIDE 
 (No change.) 
  
965 COLLEGE OR SCHOOL, N.O.C. – ALL EMPLOYEES INCLUDING OFFICE 
  
 (No change.) 
  
 OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. through 4.) 
  
 5. Alternative schools are educations facilities for youth who cannot learn effectively in or who have been 

removed from the mainstream schools setting. Such educational facilities include but are not necessarily 
limited to: schools for court adjudicated youth, schools for children diagnosed with an intellectual and/or 
developmental disability (e.g., autism) or psychological and behavior issues, and schools for children with 
physical disabilities (e.g., schools for the deaf and blind). 

  
 OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED: 
  
 (No change to Items 1. through 6.) 
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 7. Assign Code 969 to employers principally engaged in providing outdoor sports or other activities instruction 

including but not necessarily limited to:  swimming, tennis, rock climbing or obstacle course training facilities. 
   
 8. Assign Code 7424 to flight personnel of an aircraft flying school. 
  
 UNDERWRITING GUIDE 
 Alternative School 
 School for Autistic Children 
 School for Children with an Intellectual or Developmental Disability 
 School for the Blind 
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GENERAL AUDITING & CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION 

 
AUTOMOBILE DISMANTLING through EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTOR – TEMPORARY STAFFING 
EXECUTIVE remains unchanged. 
 

TEMPORARY STAFFING CLASSIFICATION 
Assignable Customer 

Business Classification(s) 
 
(No change) 
 

TEMPORARY STAFFING CROSS-
REFERENCE CHART 

 
                                                        523  

103 485 818 967 
441 487 884 968 
459 489 891 976 
471 551 899 986 
476 553 927 997 

 755 935  
    

 
 

  OFFICERS - CLASSIFICATION ASSIGNMENT EXECUTIVE through WRECKING OR DEMOLITION OR 
BUILDING MOVING OR RAISING PROJECT remains unchanged. 
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